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A B ST R A C T
EXCITON OPERATORS - COMMUTATION RELATIONS AND
DYNAMICS
BY
DELENE J. NELSON
Master of Science 
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Thunder Bay, Ont.
Canada, 1998
The electron-hole pair operator commutation relations for a semicon­
ductor are explicitly derived showing that the pairs are quasi-bosons 
with statistics intermediate between bosons and fermions. These pair 
operators are transformed into exciton operators, that incorporate the 
intra-pair Coulomb interaction, and it is found that the commutation 
relations remain quasi-bosonic. The exciton dynamics written in terms 
of the exciton operators are derived in the Heisenberg picture and 
compared with the traditionally used semiconductor Bloch equations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ebccitons have been studied since the 1930’s. There are two types of excitons, the 
tightly bound Frenkel exciton and weakly bound Wannier exciton. The Wannier 
exciton is found in semiconductors and is the type of exciton this thesis will 
deal with. Traditionally Wannier excitons have been treated as Bosons to a first 
approximation. This turns out to be a good approximation when there is a low 
density of excitons. However it is now possible, due to the high intensity lasers 
that are now more readily available, to easily create systems with high densities of 
excitons . These high density systems lead to observed [1] deviations from boson 
statistics for excitons. Consequently, it is necessary to understand the nature of 
the exciton a little better.
Experiments with CugO have reignited the discussion as to whether Bose 
condensation will occur for excitons [2]. This, combined with the suggestion that 
no Bose condensation will occur for ideal gases with fractional exclusion statistics 
[3], seems again to suggest that a closer look at the commutation relation of the 
exciton is justified.
In his 1960 paper Usui, [4] used operators to deal with the electron gas model.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The operators used approximated excitations as bosons. Usui pointed out that 
this approximation, which was first made in 1957 by Sawada [5] and Wentzel [6], 
greatly simplified the calculations involved in the electron gas problem and seemed 
to give results that coincided with the Hartree-Fock treatm ent. Usui, however, 
does not explicitly work out the commutation relations. This treatment of the 
exciton as bosons led to question of whether the boson property of condensation 
could be seen for excitons. Hanamura and Haug [7], in their 1976 summary paper 
on condensation effects of excitons, take the fermionic expression of the exciton 
and express it in terms of pair operators which they determine are bosons with a 
correction factor tha t is small provided the average distance between the excitons 
is much larger than the average size of the exciton. They then use Usui’s trans­
formation to describe the exciton Hamiltonian in terms of the «cciton operators. 
Haug and Koch [8] put forward the idea of exciton operators, that are approx­
imately bosonic, but do not transform the pair operators into exciton operators 
and do not use these exciton operators in their Hamiltonian. Consequently, in 
deriving the dynamics of the exciton, the electron and hole are treated separately 
and the Coulomb interaction between the electron and the hole must be included 
explicitly in the Hamiltonian. The semiconductor Bloch equation’s state filling 
is still fermionic due to this use of electron and hole operators. Bassani et al [9] 
also use pair operators, with the assumption that they are bosonic at low densi­
ties, to  derive the Hamiltonian of the excitons interacting with an electromagnetic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
field. Jacobson et al [1], on finding deviations from Bose statistics for excitons at 
higher excitations, propose a commutation relation that explicitly describes the 
deviation from Bose statistics. However, this new commutation relation is not 
explicitly derived and is a simple form of the commutation relations th a t will be 
derived in this thesis. This commutation relation tha t is proposed in Jacobson 
et al [1], like our commutation relation does not agree with the commutation re­
lations that have been derived [lOj for particles w ith small violation of Fermi or 
Bose statistics, often called quons.
This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part will explain the band 
structure of a semiconductor leading to a description of the conduction band elec­
trons and valance band holes. This allows for the modelling of the exciton in a 
semiconductor. The distinctions between fermions and bosons will be explicitly 
described. The commutation relations are then derived in terms of the electron 
and hole operators, clearly showing that excitons are not bosonic but rather in­
termediate between fermions and bosons. This result will be transformed into the 
commutation relations in terms of exciton operators through the use of Usui’s [4] 
transformation.
The second part of the thesis deals with exciton dynamics. The dynamics 
of the exciton are traditionally described by the semiconductor Bloch equations. 
However the derivation of these equations still treats the electron and hole as a 
pair not as a bound entity or exciton. The semiconductor Bloch equations also
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
require the random phase approximation or Hartree-Fock approximation, which is 
ill-controlled. The result is tha t the range of validity of the semiconductor Bloch 
equations is not clearly understood [11].
The second part of the thesis will also develop the physics of the excitons 
leading to the Hamiltonian, including coupling with the electromagnetic field. 
The transformation of the Hamiltonian will then allow it to be expressed in terms 
of the exciton operators. The exciton dynamics in the Heisenberg picture are then 
compared with the semiconductor Bloch equations.
The conclusion section wiU give a summary of the findings and a discussion 
of how this approach can be of benefit to the understanding of excitons, and 
the explanation of the results of future experiments. The possibilities for future 
studies will also be discussed.
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Part I
Commutation Relations.
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Chapter 2
The Exciton in a Semiconductor.
B and T h eory
The free electron model, which describes properties of a crystal through the 
assumption that the valence electrons are essentially free, is successful at describ­
ing many of the properties of metals but fails to help distinguish metals from 
semiconductors. If we think of all crystals, semiconductors or otherwise, as being 
created from free atoms brought close together, then it seems logical to assume 
that the discrete energy level of the atom would somehow be reflected in the solid. 
In fact, while crystals may have characteristic optical spectra which demonstrate 
sharp resonance-like structures, a lot like atomic spectra, they also have other 
electronic properties, e.g. insulators versus conductors, that are best explained in 
terms of energy bands. These bands can be thought of as being derived from the 
discrete energy states of the atom. The free electron model does not allow for the 
formation of energy bands.
To allow for the bands we cannot neglect the  periodic lattice of the solid. Thus 
the Bloch theorem and the k  • p  model [8] will be used to explain band theory. 
This theory then allows for the description of electrons in the conduction band
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
and holes in the  valance band giving rise to  excitons.
B loch  T heorem .
Consider an ideal crystal for a moment. The ideal crystal is an array of 
atoms periodically spaced from each other, there are no flaws in the lattice and 
there are no impurities present. The ideal crystal needs to be infinite so that 
boundary conditions Eire not a consideration. If we now consider that each of the 
atoms has at least one valence electron which is less tightly bound than the inner 
electrons (the electrons in closed shells), we can then treat the nucleus and the 
inner electrons as a positive ion and the valence electrons as nearly free electrons.
The array of ions will therefore afiect a positive, periodic potential on the 
valence electrons which satisfies
K,(r) =  K (r +  R„) (2.1)
where is a lattice vector joining two equivalent sites,
=  (2.2) 
i
Here nii are integers and % are the basis vectors tha t span the unit cell of the 
lattice. In general there can be more than one atom per unit cell.
The Hamiltonian for one of the valence electrons in the periodic potential is
/ /  =  ^  +  K.(r) (2.3)
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where rrie is the free electron mass and
H ^n {r) = En^n{r) (2.4)
En is the energy eigenvalue. Let us now introduce a translation operator 7 \ such 
that
(r) =  $n (r +  Rm) (2.5)
where ^  (r) is the wave function. Now due to the symmetry of the crystal and 
the periodic nature of the potential we can assert that
(r + Rm) =  tx'ifn (r) (2.6)
where t \  is the phase factor and =  1- Consequently the probability densities 
1$ (r 4- Rm)l^ and |$  (r)p  a t identical sites in the crystal will be the same as the 
symmetry and periodicity the crystal demands.
H  and T \ commute and thus have simultaneous eigenfunctions. This leads to
Bloch’s theorem which states tha t the wavefunction must satisfy the relationship
e‘T^-*^'®'„(k,r) =  '4^„(k,r +  R ,„). (2.7)
This relationship is satisfied by a  normalized Bloch wavefunction which has the 
form
e t k r
(k, r) =  (k, r) (2.8)
where is the volume of the crystal. Here (k, r ) , the Bloch function, has the
periodicity of the crystal lattice, tha t is
tin (k, r)  =  Un (k, r  +  R„^) (2.9)
8
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mSubstituting the Bloch wavefunction into the Schrodinger equation 2.4 results
V 2m ^
with use of the relationship
(V +  i k f  +  V; (r) 14, (k, r) =  En (k) 14. (k, r) (2.10)
+  +  (2 - n )
-
(V +ik) 14»LV2
Remembering that p  =  this can be rewritten in the form
+  +  ( d )  ^ (k,r) =  ( e „ (k) -  g )  ^ (k,D (2 .12)
k p T heory
There are different methods for deriving the energy bands of a semiconduc­
tor, such as the nearly free electron model and the linear combination of atomic 
orbitals, but the k  • p  method will be used here. This is a perturbation method 
where it is assumed that the band structure has been resolved at some point ko, 
a high symmetry point (usually the F point of the Brillouin zone), and tha t all 
the energy eigenvalues En (ko) and corresponding Bloch functions 14, (ko, r) are 
known. The desired Bloch functions 14, (k, r) are then calculated by expanding in 
terms of the complete set of functions iz„' (ko,r). This also allows for the calcu­
lation of the corresponding eigenenergies En (ko) which is achieved by rewriting
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
equation 2.12 as a perturbed Hamiltonian
• P  j  14, (k, r) =  En (k) 14, (k, r) (2.13)
where
and
  fi2l.2
E .  (k) =  E„ (k) -  —  (2.15)
For the nondegenerate case using second-order perturbation theory and with 
the assumption that kg =  0 we get
For a simple example assume two states jO) and |1) where the corresponding 
energies Eq =  Eg and Ei = 0  then the energy of the system is
where pi = ( 0 |p , |l )  is a momentum m atrix element. The positive solution of 
equation 2.17 is the solution for Eq and the negative solution is for E \,  all other 
solutions wül be zero due to orthogonality. These results are shown by the solid 
lines in Fig. 1. The form of the last two terms strongly suggests tha t an effective 
mass tensor
—  =  — M a )  (2.18)
rrieff TUo V “^oEg J 
10
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can be defined. This reduces to a scalar quantity for cubic symmetry, as in all 
isotropic cases, and can thus be expressed as
niorm =  r - j-  with =  1 and (r„ =  —1
i + < " Æ
(2.19)
If the momentum matrix element is sufficiently large the effective mass for the 
lower (valance, v) band is negative, while the effective mass of electrons in the 
conduction (c) band is much smaller than the free electron mass. This effective 
mass approximation is demonstrated by the dashed lines in Fig. I.
Energy Bands
IS-.
s-
This picture, while giving an intuitive feeling for the band structure of crystals, 
is not strictly correct as it ignores degeneracy of the valance band at the F point.
11
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However the band structure model is clear enough to form a picture of the exciton
in the semiconductor.
Electrons and Holes-
-♦C -2 -2 -I O I 2 3 4C
PNOTOM EMC ACT ACLATIVC TO
Fxc. 24. C om pansnn o f predictions o f  absorption edge shapes fur the  fnUtiwtng 
mtxiilicacions o f  sim ple band»to»band transition». (A) N o modilkacion: Coulom b 
interaction a n d  m agnetic held absent. (Ü) Coulom b interaction only (norm al exciton 
spectrum ).
C . & .
The basic band structure of a semiconductor explains much of the optical 
properties of the semiconductor, absorption will occur when a valence band elec­
tron is excited with energy larger than the band gap. The excitation of an electron 
out of the valance band into the conduction band creates a vacant orbital in the 
valence band. This vacant orbital is called a hole and responds to an electric 
field as if it were a positively charged particle. The reasons for this are firstly 
that the total wavevector of the electrons in a filled band is zero. This is due to 
the geometrical symmetry of the Brillouin zone of a lattice, which has inversion 
symmetry. If the band is fUled all its k states (both positive and negative) are 
filled, giving a total wavevector of zero. Thus if an electron with wavevector kg is 
missing, then the valance band will have a wave vector —kg, which we attribute 
to the hole. The hole also has the opposite energy to the electron. This is once
12
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again due to inversion symmetry. If the energy of the electron is Ee (kg), then 
the energy of the hole is Eh (k^) =  —Ec (—kg). The properties of the hole are 
summarized in table 1 below.
(2 .20)Property Hole Removed electron
electric charge -qe qg % -1 .6  X 10“ ^®C
wave vector -kg kg
angular momentum -a-e (Tg
effective mass -m/i >  0 mg <  0
particle statistic fennion fermion
T ab le  1. Properties of Holes in Valence Band ([12])
There is an expectation that the absorption spectra of the semiconductor 
would begin at the band edge as seen in the solid line in figure 2. The semicon­
ductor will begin to absorb as soon as we are able to excite an electron across 
the bandgap from the valance band to the conduction band (fig. 3). However the 
optical spectra of good quality semiconductors, a t low temperature, are found to 
resemble the dotted line in figure 2 [13]. This is because the conduction band 
electron and the hole experience a Coulomb interaction allowing them  to become 
bound together, thus allowing for absorption to occur at energies that are be­
low the energy of the bandgap [Etandgap — Ebinding){^g- 3). Semiconductors thus 
absorb at energies below the bandgap due to the binding energy of the pair or
13
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exciton.
The exciton consists of a conduction band electron bound to a hole. Both 
the hole and the electron are fermions. If one thinks of the primary property of 
fermions being that they are antisymmetric under exchange of particles, then one 
would expect the exciton to be a boson. The exciton will be symmetric under 
exchange as this requires the interchange of both the electron and the hole. These 
two exchanges are antisymmetric giving two negatives, this results in a positive 
or symmetric exchange for the exciton, seeming to indicate th a t the exciton is a 
boson [14].
14
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Chapter 3
Fermions and Bosons
In the previous chapter we described both electrons and holes as fermions and 
anticipated that the exciton might be a boson. Before we attem pt to determine 
if the exciton is in fact a boson, a careful description of fermionic and bosonic 
properties is required.
Both fermions and bosons are indistinguishable particles but they obey dif­
ferent statistics. The primary difference between them being that fermions obey 
the Pauli exclusion principle, which states that there can never be more than one 
excitation in a particular state, whereas bosons are unrestricted in the number of 
particles that can exist in a state. A second principle difference is that fermions 
are antisymmetric while bosons are symmetric under exchange of particles. An­
tisymmetry dictates that the wave function of a system of fermions will obey the 
Pauli exclusion principle for the exchange of any two particles or excitations
^  , . . . ,  . • T j f i i  . . . r ^ )  ( 7* 1 , . . . ,  • •T f 'n ,  . . . 7* ^ ) .
Here r^, rg... etc. refer to the position of the particles and their spin. However 
this thesis will not deal with spin. Bosons on the other hand are symmetric under
15
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exchange of particles
^  (j' ~  ^  (^1T •••» ) •
A direct result of the symmetry of the two types of particle or excitation is that 
boson creation and annihilation operators obey commutation relations whereas 
fermion operators obey anticommutation relations.
In Fock space the wave function for a single particle fermion or boson system 
can be written as
$1 (ri) =  (n  111,02, 03,..)
here the first state is occupied by one fermion or boson while the rest of the 
states are empty. The annihilation and creation operators for both fermions and 
bosons change the occupation numbers of the states on which they act. The 
creation operator increases the occupation by one and the annihilation operator 
decreases the occupation number by one. The difference between excitons and 
fermions arising from the Pauli exclusion principle specifies that for fermions the 
occupation number can only be zero or one. For both fermions and bosons, for 
the unnormalized case,
|n) =  VtT+T jn 4- 1) 
a jn) =  y/n \n — 1)
however for fermions the creation operator can only act on a state  where 
n  =  0 and the fermion annihilation operator (a) can only act on a state n  =  1 . In
16
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both  the fermion and  boson cases
|0 ) =  |1) and a |0 ) =  0 
but fermions must in addition also satisfy the condition that
|n) =  0 and |n) =  0.
We can create fermions and boson in different states
|0) =  I I t ,  I t ')
which for fermions translates [15] into
(n .rz l 4o^, jO) =  ^  [$ t ' (n )  (ra) -  (rg) (r l)j -
The two fermions are indistinguishable and the Pauli exclusion principal demands 
that the exchange of particles be antisymmetric. Bosons, while also being indis­
tinguishable, are symmetric under exchange such that
(ri, raj ala \. jO) =  ^  [$&' (n )  (ra) +  (ra) ^ t  (rl)j -
If the system were created in the opposite order, the bosons would remain unaf­
fected
(n ,7 '2 l4 '4 |0 )  =  [’ï 't  ( n ) 'ï'fc'(ra) +  (ra ) 'ï'jt '(rl)l
=  ( r i , r a |4 4 , |0 )
but for the fermions
( r i , raj a \,a l |0) =  ^  [$& (r%) (r%) ~  $ t  (ra) ’^ t ' (rl)j
=  ( r i , r a l - 4 4 ' | 0 )
17
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Thus we find that fermions satisfy
"h |0) ~  ^
so
4 , 4  +  4 4 '  =  0 -
This gives us one of the anticommutation relations
{ 4 >  4 ' }  —  4 4 '  " h  4 ' ^ f c  ~  0 .
Whereas for the bosons
a '^Oj: — ttfcûfc/10) =  0
giving the commutation relation
[ 4 '  4 ' ]  ~  ® I 4 '  ~  4 ' 4  —  0 -
The hermitian conjugates are
{0’k,o.k'} = 0
for fermions and
[ttfc, Ufc/] =  0
for bosons. Thus these first two commutation relations are a direct result of the 
exchange symmetry of the particles.
Also for A: ^  A:' in the fermionic case
| a f c ,  4 ' }  ~  0  
18
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and in the bosonic case
[ûA:>4'] =  0 -
To solve the k = k' case we first need to consider the effect of acting on a state
^  |Ojfc) + /?  Ilfc)
from which we can see that
(^jfc'4 +  (a jOfc) 4- P |1&)) =  ex. |0&) 4- P |l t)
for fermions and consequently
4 }  — 1-
For bosons
(ûfc'4 -  4 “fc') (a lOife) +  P |1&)) =  a  |Ofc> + P \lk )
giving
[ttfc,4] =  1-
These results are summarized in the table below. These results show the 
intimate connection between the statistics of a particle or excitation and its com­
mutation or anticommutation relations.
19
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Anti commutation Relations 
Fermions
{ 4 , 4 }  =  0
{afc,aifc'} =  0 
(afc ,4 '}  =  ^kk’
Commutation Relations
Bosons
[ 4 , 4 ' =  0
[ttfc, ttfc/] =  0
[a*, 4 '] — ^kk' 
condensation occurs
Tabic 2.
Now that the fermion and boson commutation relations have been looked at 
we can use them to derive the exciton commutation relations.
20
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Chapter 4
Exciton Operators, A New 
Approach.
The previous chapter described the difference between fermion and boson com­
mutation relations. This chapter will attem pt to accurately describe the exciton 
commutation relations. This will occur first describing an operator tha t de­
scribes the exciton as an electron and hole pair. The commutation relations for 
these pair operators will be derived. The pair operators will then be transformed 
into exciton operators thereby allowing for the derivation of the exciton commu­
tation relations in terms of the exciton operators. Chapter 2 anticipated that 
the exciton commutation relations might be bosonic but this is found to only be 
approximately the case. The exciton commutation relations are usually repressed 
17][8| as
=  [ b '.b ; , ]  = 0
[Bit I B^ij =  O
where Tf is the exciton density present and is the size of the exciton with d as the 
dimension of the system. These are approximately bosonic but with a correction
21
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factor that is small provided the density of the excitons is small compared to the 
size of the exciton.
Here and are the operators that respectively annihilate and create an 
exciton in a Hydrogen-like state n. These operators are defined in terms of the 
unbound exciton operator (4.15) which is derived in this chapter. Given
the symmetry displayed by the first two relations it is surprising that the th ird  
relationship reflects a partial exclusion principle. Consequently a closer look at 
exactly how the commutation relations vary from bosonic is warranted.
The electron and hole annihilation operators are defined as =  ac,k and 
P-k = respectively. For an exciton to be formed an electron must be created 
in the conduction band, after destroying an electron in the valence band, thereby 
creating a hole in the valence band, with the opposite wavevector. In terms of 
the electron-hole operators the pair operator would then be This
operator as it stands is not general for it assumes that the exciton was formed 
between the particular electron tha t was excited and the particular hole it left and 
also that they have zero centre of mass momentum. This is not the only possible 
pairing. Others pairs between exciting electrons in the conduction band and hole 
in the valance band will result in a centre on mass momentum. Consequently a 
more general expression of an pair operator is
— ^k+ntj-cKP-k-HnrfcK (4.1)
where K  is the center of mass (of the pair) wave vector, k  is the relative wave
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vector and
ICj — kc£ 4“ k/it, kt — TTlrhkei TTlr^kfii. (4.2)
The electron, hole and total mass are me, m^ and M  respectively and irire = ^  
and TTirh =  Where ever possible ki =  (fcj, Ki} will be used to describe the 
pair.
The fermion space in which the electron and holes exist does not allow for 
unique pairing. That is to say tha t a fermion space with two electrons Ci, eg and 
two holes hi, hg does not correspond to a pair space with two pairs but rather to 
one with two possible pairings. T hat is the pairing can occur in two different ways 
(ei, h i) , (eg, hg) and (ei, /ig), (eg, hi). As such there is a one-to-n! correspondence 
between fermion space and pair space. However each pairing is unique in that 
in each paired state the electron is only paired with one hole and as such has a 
unique centre of mass motion. Thus we can have a one-to-one correspondence 
between the fermion state and the pair state if the pair is restricted to maintain 
these unique centre of mass motions. All other pairing require tha t an exchange 
occurs.
Electrons are of course fermions and their operators consequently anticommute 
(chapter 3, table 2)
[AciAc']+ =  [4 ,/^k ']^  — [Ok, û!k/]  ^=  =  0 (4.3)
and
[Ac)4 '] ^  — — ^k,k'- (4.4)
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It is shown in appendix A that
[a^O„»,4 aa] =  <5m.ran“s ~  <Jn,a4“m- (4-5)
Using relations 4.1 and 4.5 we find that the pair commutation relations
[ftkiAj] =  =  0 (4-G)
and
~  ~  k^hi,khjOl]çf^ CXkei ^kakcjPkhjPkhi (4-7)
The fermion anticommutation relation 0 ^ 4 ' — ^kk‘ ~  4'^fc does not allow 
the creation of a particle with quantum number k! if the already existing particle 
k  has the same quantum numbers, k' =  k. Similarly the exciton commutation 
relation will block the attem pt to create the pair kj if either the electron k^  ^ or 
hole khj exists previously. This reinforces the idea that the pairs are quasi-bosons 
and raises the question about their symmetry properties.
It would be beneficial to be able to express the pair commutation relation in 
terms of an exciton operator, this can be achieved using Usui’s [4] transformation. 
Usui defines the operator
U =  P^exp ( (4-8)
where Pp and Pg are projection operators onto the fermion and pair vacuums, 
|0)p and |0)g respectively. This operator f /  acts in the fermion, quasi-bosonic 
product space and acts on a fermion state converting it into a quasi-bosonic state,
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that is a linear combination of the possible pairs. He obtains
M   M
u  n  « L /8L  i o) = E  ( - 1) '’ n  b U hk io> (4 .9)
t=i p t=i
where P  is a permutation of kd  and is due to the exchange of the  holes, which due 
to their fermionic nature are antisymmetric. Thus the one-to-n! correspondence 
between the two spaces is evident. However if an ordering operator O, is intro­
duced, which results in a zero eigenvalue if the permutation P  is not in compliance 
with the ordering prescription and is one otherwise, a one-to-one correspondence
between the two spaces is ensured. Consequently
Af Af
OU  j j  O^ kCiPkhi |0) =  I I  ^kcikhi |0) -
*=1 i= l
The ordering operator is a projection operator and as such
0 ^  = 0
The hermitian conjugate of U is
=  Pg exp ( ^  ) Pf (4.10)
which transforms the boson state back to the corresponding fermion state
Af Af
II ^ kcikh |0) = II ^ kci/^ khi l^ ),- -
t= l i = l
Thus W O U  is necessarily unity and OUA p l^ O  transforms any fermion operator 
A p  to a boson operator Ag. Also the operator expectation value should remain 
unchanged
g ('^1 A p  1$)^ = g  ($1 lUO (p U A p W o )  OU  l$ )p
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The transformation of zero being zero we initially find that
[Pni ) Bnt\ =  [PI, , Pnj] ~  0 .
The transformation, as shown in appendix B, can be derived using the expansion 
exp ( E  )  =  Ê  ■ ('‘•11)
/  k=0
in combination with the fact that quasi-bosonic operators commutes with fermionic 
operators. The resulting transformation is
4 e ,“ fcci =  ^Z^kei,khPkeiM
kh
and
PkhjPkhi = ^ke,khiPke,khj- (4.12)
ke
This allows us to rewrite equation 4.7 as
[Pkii Pjcg] 5|ci,1c2 ^khi,kh2 ^ 3  ^kei,khPkej,kh ~  ^ 3  Pke,khiPke,khj' (4.13)
kh ke
However there appears to be a problem with this result. In the situation 
where, for example, we have an existing pair \ke,khi; ...) and where k^ #  k^i and 
khi ^  kh2 then the RHS of equation 4.13 becomes —\ke,kh2 ',--)- However, the 
LHS becomes \ke, khi; ke2 , kh2 i —) which will be zero, making the expression 
invalid unless ke =  fcci - Consequently the  summation will only select only the term 
with ke = kei (or ke2 as the delta function determines that the only non zero term 
will have kei = k ^  ). Substituting ke\ (khi) and kg2 (Ar^ g) for k  and k' the resulting
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transformations can thus be repressed as
=  PkCi,khiPkej,khj
and
PkhjPkhi =  Bkei,khiPkej,khj-
Thus
[^ki, ^kg] =  (^ ki.ka — 2 (5fchi^ /i2 +  SkeiMi) -^kj-^ki- (4-14)
A new exciton basis, which is a linear combination of the exciton operators, 
can be expressed as
. ^ n,K ~  $3 (4-15)
k
where is the k-space representation of the new basis and in our case will be 
the hydrogen-like basis. The corresponding d—dimension wavefunction is
« n (r)  =  E ® n . Æ  (4.1G)
where L is the length and r  is a vector from the hole to the electron. This
transformation does not change the center of mass motion of the pair. The inverse
transformation is
■®k,K =  ^  '^ n,k-®n,K- (4-17)
n
The commutation relation in this basis gives
[■^m.Png] ~  '^niki^ngkg [^k i, ^kg] (4-18)
kikz
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where n» =  {nj,Kt} and using equation 4.14 and the inverse transformation 4.17 
can be expressed as
[b„, , b ; ,]  =  -  2 E  (4.19)
mjmi
where mi =  {rrii, K*} and
Æ T = E  (4.20)
k
The resulting exciton operators are approximately bosonic. They are symmetric 
under exchange, however we see th a t there is also an exclusion principle a t work. 
The derivation of the exciton commutation relations not only explicitly describes 
the deviation of these commutation relations from bosonic but also allows for the 
introduction of the physically more intuitive hydrogen-like exciton basis.
28
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Chapter 5
Hydrogen-like Basis for the
Exciton.
To better understand how the exciton commutation relations vary from bosonic 
behavior we need to look at the % factor. This requires tha t a set of basis func­
tions be selected. The exciton strongly resembles a hydrogen atom, with a
positive and a negative particle bound together by Coulombic forces, consequently 
a three dimensional hydrogen-like basis is chosen, giving a good match with the 
physics of the system. While this system can be worked out in one, two or three 
dimensions, the below «cample is worked out in three dimensions. The hydrogen 
like wavefunction is derived in the usual manner by separation of the function into 
the radial and spherical components [16], giving
= Rnl{T)Yimid,<f>) 
and the eigenenergies of the system are
En =  -
m*e* \  1 
2 (47re)^J
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and the B ohr radius is
47re/i^
a„ = m*e^
Here n, I, and m are quantum numbers, e is the effective dielectric constant, m* 
is the effective mass and e is the elementary charge. The Fourier transform of 
the wavefunction is needed (equation 4.16) this transform was done using the 
spherical wave expansion of a plane wave.
I
Ï .
Z=0 T7l=—f
as described in Jackson [17]. This gives the general expression
4 .7 T  . fO O  _
,4>')t' I  r^ii (fcr) Bw (r) dr.
Absorption of light is proportional to the square of the wave function evaluated 
at r  =  0 which is non-zero for s-states only [8]. Thus the s-hydrogen-like states 
will be calculated. The evaluation of the Fourier transform of the wavefunction 
using the spherical transformation, for s-states, gives
where (x) is a sequence of polynomials of order n
Pn (a:) =  | l ,x ^  — 1,1 — ^ x ^  -fx'*, 1 — 7x^ 4- 7x“* — x®,... j .
The Bohr radius must be calculated using the effective mass and the effective 
dielectric constant of the crystal.
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The probability distribution of these wavefunctions in k-space give an indica­
tion of the number of k-states available to each exciton.
Probability Density
0.5f
0.4-
0.2-
0.1-r
0.1 0.3
k
0.4 0.5 0.6
The number of k-states that the Is-exciton can occupy is seen to be much 
larger than the number of k-states that the 5-s exciton can occupy. Consequently 
we can create more Is-excitons than a 5s-excitons. Also due to the phase space
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filling properties of excitons the existence of any exciton will decrease the number 
of k-states available for the creation of any other exciton. The graph also indicates 
that existence of a 3s-exciton, for example, should have a more prohibitive effect 
on the creation of a  5s-exciton than the existence of a Is-exciton or 2s-exciton 
would have.
The calculated % parameters verify these trends. They are calculated by 
converting the sum in equation 4.20 to an integral, introducing a factor of . 
A factor of a~^ is also introduced when cfik is converted to (aok) and as a result 
the X parameter goes as . This is the ratio of the size of the exciton to the 
size of the crystal. A new parameter Tj is defined, to extract this dependence, thus
3
I X-
The first few tj parameters are given in Table 3. We have not shown the interfer­
ence parameters (e.g. x ii) but have rather concentrated on the effects between the 
excitons themselves, for example between the Is-exciton and a 2s-exciton (Xm) 
with itself (Xn)-
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Tj}j =  51.84 =  144.81 7/^ =  165.13 7/ii =  176.40 1
Till =  1898 VE =  3176 VE =  3083 1
7jg =  11832 772 =  17070 1
nf* =  40916 1
7/^ =  183.13 
l E  =  4279 
=  20400 
Tj^ =  54420 
rjff =  105050
T A B LE  3.
The 7/ parameter goes approximately as which gives the order of magnitude 
trends in the table. The table also verifies the traids seen in the probability 
distribution graphs (Fig. 4). In fact the overlap of the exciton’s k-space has 
the effect of reducing the probability of creating a new exciton (i/i) by a factor 
of 1 — 2 interference effects. Here counts the
number of /z excitons. AH existing excitons affect the creation of this new exciton, 
the ectent of their contribution being indicated by the t] factor. This contribution 
increases much faster than the size of the exciton (size of the exciton being oc 
{naoŸ ) indicating that it is the state filling properties of the excitons not the 
size of the excitons which determine the number of excitons that can exist in a 
crystal.
The number of states available for the creation of Is-excitons can be calculated
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using the  density of states, in A:-space [18] an d  is
dN  =  - ^ c ? k .  
{2-xf
Roughly speaking the k-space radius of a Is-exciton is consequently we can
N  -
(2ir)" 3 
V
Thus
5 9 | ,
this is approximately (which equals ~  5 2 ^ ) leading us to conclude that for 
the Is-exciton
Another way to think about % is to look at is original definition, for example
= Ei«"*rk
=  T > ^ * n k \ ^ n k f ' ' ^ n k  
k
this can be interpreted as the average of which is the probability distri­
bution or occupancy probability, thus % can be thought of as the average of the 
occupancy probability, or the average probability that the state is occupied.
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The first part of this thesis has explicitly derived the commutation relations 
of the exciton, using the exciton operator. This relationship will be used in the 
second part of the thesis to determine the exciton dynamics.
35
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Part II
Dynamics
36
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Chapter 6
Semiconductor Bloch Equations.
The second part of this thesis will use the Usui [4] transformation to write the 
interaction Hamiltonian in terms of the exciton operators. This will allow for the 
dynamics of the exciton to be calculated in the Heisenberg picture. These new 
dynamics will be compared with the semiconductor Bloch equations.
E xciton s, th e  C oulom b E ffect.
The semiconductor Bloch equations are traditionally used to describe exciton 
dynamics. To derive these equations we first need the Hamiltonian. In general 
the energy for an electron in a semiconductor can be expressed as
^  =  32  (6 .1)
k.t k,i
where is the energy of the particle and is the number operator.
Here i  is the band index and k is the crystal momentum.
The Coulomb potential must now be added to the Hamiltonian. The Coulomb 
potential can be written in general as an interaction W  {v — r') between two charge
37
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densities Pi (r)
Hc = ^ ^ J w {v - t') Pi (r) pj  (r') d \ d \ ' .
Haug and Koch (pg. 115) [8] show that treating the ions as a uniform background 
charge distribution eliminates the g =  0 term. Transforming this result into 
Fourier space g, the Coulomb Hamiltonian becomes
%  =  -  «'AT) (6 .2)
where Wq is the Fourier transform of W (r — r') and
j=i
To get the second quantized form necessary for the operator method we introduce 
the charge density operator Pe,q and the number operator N  to replace the charge 
density and N  the total number of electrons. The charge density operator is
Pe (r) =  - e n  (r) =  (r) #  (r) (6.3)
where the field operators [8], are
W  =  at,k^t {k, r) (6.4)
k,:
where ( t ,  r) are the Bloch functions. Inserting equation 6.4 into equation 6.3 
and taking the Fourier transform results in
Pc.q =  -e l3 a lk -q a t,k . 
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which when substituted into equation 6 .2 , in its second quantized form gives
% = i  E  -  5 E  (6 5)
k,k',q#0 ^ q t^O
with Vq =  e^Wq. Rearranging the operators using the anti-commutation relations 
and adding in the single particle energy (equation 6.1) we can get the Hamiltonian 
for an electron in a semiconductor taking into account the Coulomb potential of 
the other electrons in the material, giving
He = '^Ei,kal^Oi,k + ^  ^  V i.k+ q 4 ,k'-q“i,k'a.,k- (6 .6 )
k,' k,k',q^O,w
It is shown in Klingshim (pg. 50-54) [12] that the p  A  in the minimal coupling 
Hamiltonian can be replaced er-£(r,£) assuming that the energy difference between 
the final an the initial state of the electron is equal to the photon frequency 
multiplied by h. This then resembles a dipole in an electric field. This allows us 
to write the interaction Hamiltonian, for the semiconductor in an external field, 
in second quantized form as
H i =  y  (r) [er] • f(r,£ )$  (r) d^r.
Assuming tha t the space and time pgirts of the electromagnetic field are separable
then using the expansion 6.4, the dipole approximation (lim,_o) and the two-band 
approximation ({i j }  = {c, u } ), where c, v are the conduction and valence band
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respectively, we get
H i ^  - ' ^ E  (t) (a^Ovjcdcv +  • (6 7)
k
Here dev is defined as the projection of the dipole d c  in the direction of the field 
^  or ('î'cl e r |'^u). Thus the total Hamiltonian for the two-band approximation is
He =  Y,[^c ,kâ l^âex + Ev,kâl,^âvjc\ (6 .8 )
k
+ 7  K  [ ® c ,k + q “ I , k ' - q “ c ,k 't tc ,k  +  “ r , k + q ^ v , k ' - q ‘^ « .k 'f l t / ,k  +  2 û c ,k + < i“ ù j c ' - q ^ . k 'û c , k ]
k,k',q9tO
5 ] ^  (£) ((^c,k^,kdcr 4" ^ck^uijdev) '
k
In the effective mass approximation
h^k'^
Ec,k-= fiee,k = Eg + 2^  (6.9)
and
Ev,k =  ficv,* =  q—  (6 .10)2m/i
TTie and m/i are the electron and hole effective mass respectively.
E xciton  D yn am ics -  T h e Sem iconductor B loch  E qu ation s.
To derive the semiconductor Bloch equations the Hamiltonian is converted to 
one in the basis of electron and hole operators, where the electron operator is
a l  =  (6 .11)
and the hole operator is
/?lk =  ûv.k. (6 .12)
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The expectation values of the counting operators for electrons and holes can be 
expressed as
(ajjQk) =  Tle,k (() , (6-13)
=  nh,k (f) (6.14)
where the expectation value is defined as
(A) =  (k) (k) dk.
The k^  component of the interband polarization is defined as
(/3_kQ!k) =  Peh (k, t) =  Pk (t) • (6.15)
Using this representation the Hamiltonian, equation 6.8 , becomes
Pe — jjOtck +
Ic
1 [^c,k+q^c,k'-q^c,k'Ûc,k +  /^v.k+q/^u.k'-q/ t^'.k'/ t^'ik
+  2 ^
kjc',q#0 4-2A^_k+q/)L'-q/^".k'ac,k]
~  ^ ( )^ (“ lk/^v,-k^cv 4- ack/?v,-kd^) (6.16)
k
where we define the energies as
Pe,k — Ec,k —
and Coulomb exchange energy is included in the energy term for the hole as
Eh,k = -Ey,k  +  5 3  ^  
# 0
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Thus the interband transition energy is
AEk  =  Ec,k — Ev,k 4- 5 3 ^ '
The calculation of the equations of motion using equations 6.13,6.14 and 6.15 give
.d  , .
-  {^c,k - Pk (() =  [^ck (t)  +  rih,k (i) -  1] d o jS  (t)
4- 53  ^ [ ( ‘^ k'+q/^k-qûk'ak) 4- (/^k'+q^k-qi^k'^k)
k'.qîM)
4- (^k'+qAc-qOik'ak) 4- (i^k'+q/^k-q/^k'O'k)] (6-17)
for polarization, and
(t) = - 2 Im
4-Î 53  K [(“ kû:k'-qû:k-qû:k') -  (û!k+qO:k'-qû:kO!k')
k',q#0
4" (ûk^k-qi^k'-qAt') — (û^k+qû^k^'-qAt')] (6.18)
- 2  hn [d^e it) P^J 
+ ‘^ E  ^[(/)lk4_q/^-k-q /3k ') -  (/)lk+q,^;,_q/)-kAc')
k',q#0
+  (°=k'+qO!k'/?lk-^-k+q) -  (ûk-+qû:k'^lk-q^-k)] (6.19)
for the electron and hole counting operators respectively.
In the semiconductor Bloch equations the random phase approximation is used 
to reduce the four operator exp>ectation values into the product of two relevant 
two operator expectation values, usually the density and interband polarization. 
It is assumed that these two terms dominate the properties of the system. The
42
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justification being that the polarization expectation value P„c =  ^a^^ac.k') has a 
dominant time dependence when k  =  k  as
«k ac .k ')o ce* (‘^ - ‘^ ')^
which will oscillate rapidly thereby averaging to zero when k  ^  k% Thus 
(®I,k'+q®«.k-q®c,k'<2c,k  ^ — Pucjc'^c,k*^k-q,k'-
However to keep the expression more general the correction terms to the ran­
dom phase approximation can, a t least formally, be kept. Using techniques as 
described by Haug and Koch [8] the semiconductor Bloch equations can be ex­
pressed as follows
— P k  ( ( )  =  (C e ,*  -f- e h , k )  P k  — f  [ n e ,k  ( ( )  +  î ï / i ,k  ( ( )  —  1 ] ü /R ,k  +  ^ P k l c o i  ( 6 . 2 0 )
Q Q
^^c .k  (t) =  - 2  Im [wR,kPkj 4- ^ne,k|coT
Ô d
^n/i,k  (f) =  - 2  Im [o;fi,kPkj 4- ^nh,k|co/
(6.21)
(6.22)
where we have introduced the renormalized frequencies
(6.23)
with the exchange self-energy being
TiZLexe,i (^) — E  M k-q|^,q  
q#k
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as derived in Koch and Haug (pg. 161-163) [8J. The last terms are the collision 
terms which are the result of a correction term to the derivation of the  semi­
conductor Bloch equations. We have also defined the generalized Rabi frequency
as
(6.25)
indicating that the system does not respond to the applied field but rather to the 
effective field which is the sum of the applied field and the Coulomb interactions 
due to the pairs. All the momentum states of the semiconductor Bloch equations 
while not appearing coupled in the equation are in fact coupled through the gen­
eralized Rabi frequency (6.25) and through the exchange energy (6.23 and 6.24). 
The —2 Im terms in equations 6.21 and 6.22 describe the generation
of electron and hole pairs by the absorption of light. The rate of change of the 
electron population is the same as the rate of change of the hole population if 
scattering, due to the correction terms, is ignored.
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Chapter 7
The Exciton Hamiltonian and its
Dynamics.
T he H am iltonian.
In the previous chapter the Hamiltonian for the exciton and the exciton dy­
namics were derived using electron and hole operators. In this picture the semi­
conductor Bloch equations are used and the excitons are still treated as pairs; 
electrons and holes that experience a Coulomb attraction. These operators are 
fermionic. In this chapter the Hamiltonian is rewritten b y  transform in g  these 
fermionic operators into quasi-bosonic exciton operators which allows for the de­
scription of the Hamiltonian and the dynamics of excitons while treating them as 
hydrogen-like particles rather than pairs.
The Hamilton in terms of the electron and hole operators,
=  53  [-®e,AÛ:I,kû:c,k +  ^A.k/)J,_kA;,-k]
k
E  ^  [‘^ c,k+q^c,k'-q^c,k'0:c,k +  /^v,k+q/^u,k'-q/^w.k'A>,k ~  2cKc,k+q/^u,k'-q/^v,k'Ûc,k] 
k,k ',q#0
-  E  ^  W «k<-krfcv +  ûck/?v.-krf«) , (7.1)
k 
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is transformed using Usui’s transformation as described in chapter 4. The details 
of the transformation are given in appendix C. The transformation results in the 
first two terms when combined giving
*1
where =  Eg,* 4- E/i,* and k i = {kd,khi}- The electric field interaction term is 
transformed to
= { B ld „  + .
fcl
The first of the potential terms, the hole-hole interaction, is transformed giving
^ kl,k2 q#0
The second potential term, the electron-electron interaction, gives
^V2 =  2 E  ^  [■ f^chl+ç.Acl^L-Î.ATeî-^kîPfcl -  ■®L-„*el^Ll+ç,fce2-®*2Pfcl] • 
q#o
While the third potential term, the electron-hole interaction, gives four terms
fcl,Jk2
q#0
^L -,.k .2  Pk2Bkl\.
This transformed Hamiltonian matches the H am iltonian  derived in Hanamura and 
Haug [7], except for the electromagnetic field term which was not included in their 
derivation. Rewriting this expression in terms of the direct terms and exchange 
terms gives
H  = Ho + Hj + Ho 4- He - 
46
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Here
ki kl.q#0
describes the independent motion of the excitons and the Coulomb attraction 
between the electron and the hole of the exciton and the Hj term remains the 
unchanged. The Coulomb attraction between excitons comes from the third term. 
The direct Coulomb interaction terms refer to the terms where the exciton electron 
or hole either gains or losses momentum but the electron and hole remain paired
^  2 E  ^  [•®*hl.kel+9-®fc/i2.*e2-9 ^tk2-?,*e2 •
q#o
The Coulomb exchange terms refer to the terms in which the electrons or holes are 
exchanged between two excitons as well as possible gaining or losing of momentum
~  ~ 9  ! E  ^ t^kM ,fce2-?-® A :h2 .*€!l+ 9  ■®fch2-<,.kel'®fchl-t-9.ke2 ^ ^ * k 2 . k c 2
^  ifel.A:2 
q#0
Bk2Bki ■
The Hamiltonian is now rewritten in terms of the relative and center of mass 
wave vectors (see Appendix D). The direct center of mass and relative wave vectors 
remain as defined by equation 4.2 in Chapter 4. However after exchange the 
relative and center of mass wave vectors become
kfii =  k i  +  77V/»ki2,Kgi =  K i  4- kgi, kgg =  kg — TJV/ikgi, K ^g =  Kg — kgi 
where
kgi =  r r ir e  (Kg — K%) 4- kg 4- k%.
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The Hamiltonian then becomes
Hi = — 'Y^S [t) (dcBki.Ki 4- h.c)
k l
— E  ^ [■ ® k i-n V e 9 4 C i+ g -® k 2 + m re ? ,K i-(7  ^ ^ k i4 -T n rk g .K i4 -g ^ k 2 + m rc ? ,K 2 -g
kik2
■b-®ki+mrh9.Ki+ï-®k2-mr/,g,K2-î]-®k2-6*l
n  ^ 3  ^  [ ^ k g 2 —f " r k g , K E 2 —g ^ k g i  + m r k g , K g i  + ?  ^ k E 2 + n i r e g , K E 2  —? ^ k g i  —
^ ki,k2
q ^
"^^^kE2+g,KE2^kgi 4- 2PkB2-HiVe7,KE2-g'®kEi+m,.hÇ,KEi+g]-®*2^*l-
Referring back to equations 6.9 and 6.10 the single pair energy is E^i =
and the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential is 
Here [i is effective mass, e is the dielectric constant, d  is the dimension and L  is the 
length of the system. The Hamiltonian is now transformed into an exciton basis 
using equation 4.15. This transformation is worked out in appendix E, giving
h ,  = y , K ^ b U b „i
VI
H/ =  -  53  5  (t) (r =0) L - i  +  h.c)
v l
■^C =  Ô  E  [ ^ ^ V f ^ * ^ n l ,K i + g - ® n 2 ,K 2 - g  ~  -g ^ i% 2 ,K E 2 + g ] - S u z P v l
 ^vl,u2 q^o
(7.3)
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where He is the combined direct and exchange Coulomb interactions, Vi = (rit, K,} 
and
=  E  K K ‘; ; f ' ( k i + ”V>.«.k2->rv«?) (7.4)
ki,k2g#o
(kl — fTTlreQ, kg +  (kl +  kg +  TTlre?)!
is the exciton pair potential, with
fS J * »  (a ,b )  =  (a) (b) (k,) ( k .) .
The exciton energy now includes the band gap energy. Eg, the energy of the new 
basis. En, and the center of mass energy
A WE° — Eg + En + 2M
This Hamiltonian is once again quite similar to the total Hamiltonian in boson 
space as derived hy Hanamura and Haug [7], without the external field, and is 
the same as that derived by Hawton and Nelson [19], which includes the external 
field.
E xciton  D yn am ics.
The Hamiltonian now allows for the calculation of the exciton dynamics using 
the Heisenberg equation
i n ^  =  [A,H].
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For excitons operators that satisfy the commutation relations in chapter 4, equa­
tion 4.18 the above Hamiltonian, as derived in [19], gives
„I y ml.m J
+  E  *^*^ill,Ki+Q-®n3,K2-Q^ul + ( 7 - 5 )
vl,n3,n4,Q
The effective exciton-exciton Coulomb interaction term is simply the exciton pair 
potential with a phase space filling correction to the exciton energy which is 
defined as
TT^l,n,K i—K.2 T T ^ l,n ,K i-K 2 , n c  p o  n4 ,n ,K i—K 2 
*^n3,»»4.Q =  •^n3,n4,Q +  ^°d fi^v iX .vZ ,n l
There is also a small phase space filling correction term that affects the Coulomb 
term, which is defined as
ul,n3,n4,Q,
u2,ml,m
So the first line of equation 7.5 includes the zero order terms and an external 
driving term that has been corrected for phase space filling. The second line in­
cludes all exciton-exciton interactions. These phase space filling effects, %, are not 
included in the Hanamura and Haug [7] dynamics and are of a similar magnitude 
to the Coulomb term X v
To make the boson approximation, so often used for excitons, % is set to 
zero. The origin of the phase space filling properties of the exciton are a result of 
the fermionic properties of the free electrons and hole. This can be understood 
in terms of an simple analogy used in Jacobson et al [1], which points out that
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individual two state atoms, like the free electrons and holes, are fermionic in that 
they can only accept a  single quanta of energy. That is to  say the Pauli exclusion 
principle is at work. However a large ensemble of these atoms can be viewed as 
bosonic in the sense tha t the system, at low excitations, will easily accept another 
quanta of energy. This is true until it begins to reach the 50 % excited level at 
which time the excitation is as likely to de-excite one of the fermions as it is to 
excite another fermion.
As defined in the previous chapter, equation 6.15, the component of the 
polarization is (t) =  0_kO:k) ,which is identified with ( B t ) , thus the polariza­
tion semiconductor Bloch equation can be derived by taking the expectation value 
of equation 7.5. While Hawton and Nelson [19] show th a t decay due to dephasing 
should be taken into account for comparisons with experiment we will use their 
result but wül ignore dephasing. Given this Hawton and Nelson show that the 
expectation value is
= K { B l )
-  E  (*) (0) +  h .c)  U . ,„  -  2 Y .
«1 y m l , m  j
+  E  +  o  (%=). (7.6)
vl,n3.n4,Q
_ j
where 71 = £  {t) dcv^nx (0) This can be re-expressed in the free pair basis as
=  £ ( t ) d „ ( l - 2 « B » , ) )  ( 7 . 7 )
+  E ^  ( « )  -  2 {b I ^ b I b ^ }  +  2 ( b I b I ^ b ^ ^ ) )  + O {-R?) .
q#0
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If and factorized to the fourth order in the field,
which is possible if damping is ignored [19], into the polarization and number op­
erator parts giving ^B^+q^ ^Bj^Bk) and (B^^ (-^k+q-^k+q) respectively then for 
zero center of mass momentum, equation 7.8 compares favorably to the polariza­
tion semiconductor Bloch equation 6.20, derived in the previous chapter. Here 
the collision term is the Coulomb interaction term in equation 7.5 which is incor­
porated into the O (7^ ®) term, and which would involve a change in the center of 
mass momentum.
Consequently we see that the semiconductor Bloch equations can be derived 
from the new commutation relations using exciton operators in the hydrogen-like 
basis. This derivation is advantageous as it clearly distinguishes the assumptions 
necessary to  attain the above equation and also allows for the dynamics of non­
zero center of mass momentum excitons to be explored.
As shown in [19] the linear approximation to equation 7.8 is identical to the 
equation of motion derived in Axt et al [11]. In these papers Axt et al cite many 
experiments where the semiconductor Bloch equations are too limited to explain 
the experimental results. The Axt et al equations of motions, like the above 
derived equations of motion, allow for higher order field eflfects, resulting in better 
agreement with experiment.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion.
This thesis began with the use of electron and hole operators to describe the exci­
tation of a semiconductor, these operators are fermionic. Pair operators were then 
defined using these hole and electron operators. These pair operators were found 
to be quasi-bosonic. A transformation weis used to convert these pair operators 
to exciton operators. The commutation relations of these exciton operators were 
also found to obey statistics intermediate between fermions and bosons. The ex­
citon operators were then transformed to a hydrogen-like basis that incorporated 
the intra-pair Coloumb interactions. The manner in which the exciton operators 
statistics vary from bosonic to fermionic was discussed in more detail.
The Hamiltonian for an accited semiconductor in an external electromagnetic 
field was derived and transformed so that it was expressed in terms of the exciton 
operators and reflected the quasi-boson statistics of the exciton operators. The 
dynamics of the system was calculated in the Heisenberg picture. The Hawton 
and Nelson derivation in [19] of the expectation values of these dynamic equations 
agreed with the semiconductor Bloch equations, provided the new equations were 
terminated at the fourth order. This derivation clearly showed that the semi-
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conductor Bloch equations primarily deal with excitons with zero center of mass 
momentum, where the collision terms deal with the interactions which change the 
center of mass momentum.
Future S tu d ies.
The nature of the exciton statistics might with further study might lead to 
greater understanding of the exciton, it has been speculated th a t it might give 
an insight into the phase space size of the exciton and also throw some more 
light on the condensation of excitons discussions. The exciton operator approach 
allows for the introduction of the exciton hydrogen-like basis which gives a better 
connection between the theory and the physics of the system.
This approach will make it easier to calculate nonlinear optical effects such 
as the optical Stark effect, pump-probe effects and higher order responses to an 
external field. These findings also allow for the explanation of, and possible pre­
diction of higher intensity optical phenomena, such as those discussed in Jacobson 
et al [1]. High intensity lasers are now more readily available and consequently 
the old assumption of excitons as bosons becomes very restrictive for experimental 
explanations, thus demanding that the statistics of excitons be further explored.
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Appendices
A . A p p en d ix  A .
C om m utation  R ela tio n s o f Four F erm ion  O perators.
We know that fermions obey the anti commutation relations specified in chap­
ter 3, table 2. So if a j and are the fermion creation and annihilation operators 
respectively then
[ala,, 4a„i] =
=  ala^alom -  al ~  a,
— a^0.g0,ffim di^ SynrO's 4“
=  alagalom ~  al<5mrûa 4- (o — 0^ 0 ,
=  alagalojn -  alSmrO-a -  alalomag 
= alagalom -  alSmrag -  (0 ~  “sOm)
=  atagoldjn -  alSjnrda 4- alalagO„^
= Oy (^ Sgk ^k^a) h^n 4"
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— 4“ ^X^k^a^ t^n
— 0.^ ôgk0.m aj^ T^Ora®.
To summarize
^a^a,, a^am — a^ë^^a^ di^ SnirO-a-
B. Appendix B.
U sui’s Transformation for the Commutation Relations.
The fermion operator can be transformed into a boson operator using
the Usui transformation (equation 4.8). In the below expression r% and Ri are the 
electron and hole subscripts respectively.
 ^ J 1 ^  \.{PriRi^riCiRiBriR2P'ri^R2"-BrnRtf^rN^Rff) (a^a^'^
OUpialak-Ulr' =  ^
(B.1)
The boson operators commute with the fermion operators, and electrons and 
hole operators will be antisymmetric under exchange. Consequently, the RHS of 
equation B .l can be rewritten as
O f . \A_. , ^{.^nRl^r2R2"'BrffRf,Br'ffR'^—Br!^R^Br’^ fa^){PrtPr2—Prf,)
~  2^  ( 1) ’ ( 1) ^
Evaluation of the electron and hole operators, using the fermion commutation
relations, acting on the fermion vacuum results in the various permutations of the
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new boson operators, which can be expressed as
=  7 7 ^ 0  5 3  ( - 1 )^' (—1)^ *^ **' )]
r i= l to  N  
R i= l  to (W-1)
There are N \ equivalent permutations of the pairs leaving only permutations of 
the electrons. Equating these gives
=  TTjO 53 PHikk' UBl^n^Bl^R^.-.Bl^iePrrrk'-Br^RiBriRi)] ■
ri= l to N  
%=1 to (AT-1)
The ordering operator ensures that only the pair or pairs involved in the exchange 
can be altered, the remaining dummy variables must remain unchanged.
The Boson operators commute with themselves allowing us to write
=  1 &  E  ( - 1 ) ^ “ '  P k k '  [ ( B l ^ k . . . B l ^ f i ^ B l ^ n ^ B r i R , B r ^ R 2 . . . B r ^ k ' ) ]  -
 ^ • n = i  to N  
R i= l  to (A/-1)
There are N  possible permutations of the B r^ f's  and the remaining arrangements 
of boson operators wül simply count the number of excitons not involved in the 
interaction, {N  — 1) eccitons in this case, leaving us with
=  53  {Bl^kBrtfk') .
Similarly we find that
PkPk' — E  {PkRi^BkiRff) 
Ri
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c . Appendix C.
Usui Transformation o f the Hamiltonian.
The electron-electron interaction is transformed using the
Usui transformation (equation 4.8) allowing us to write it in terms of the exciton 
operators. Here and Ri are the electron and hole subscripts respectively and 
the exciton operators are always written in the form Bke,kh-
OUi\fCtf.2_gCtki^ çOtklOCk2^ l^ ff> / 53
U " •) r j= l to AT 
R i= l  to Af
( « f c 2 - ,“ jfcl+gû:fciO:fc2)
In a identical manner to the transformations derived in appendix A, using the 
ordering operator we find that
=  E  [Pll,kl+qPl2,k2-qBr2J:2Brl,kl ~  -
rl,r2
Similarly for the hole-hole interaction
O^NPl2-q0kl+q^klPk2UN' = E  [^ fcl+g,Rl-®fc2-g,K2-®fc2,fî2.Sfci,iQ — Bl2_g^jfjBl^y j^Bk2,R2Bkl,Rl]
R1,R2  ■*
The transformation of electron-hole interaction by a similar process produces 
four terms rather than two, giving
OUfqal2_q0kl+q(^klOik2Ulf, =  53 [Pll,Rl^kl+q,k2-qBkl,k2Brl,RJ ~  B ll JfJ^Bll_ .^gJ^2-qBkl,RiBrl,k2
r l ,R l
~Bli,k2-qPkl+q,RxPkl,k2Brl,Rl +
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D. Appendix D.
Center o f Mass and Relative Wave Vectors.
The center of mass and relative wave vector are specified as
K* =  kei 4- khi (D.3)
and
k,- =  nirhkei -  rrirekhi (D.4)
respectively.
Direct Coulomb Terms.
To rewrite the direct term Bl^i ,^^i^^Bl^2M2-qBkh2,ke2 Bkhi,kei in terms of the 
center of mass and relative wave vector we need to recognize that
k^i —*■ kgi +  Ç and k ^  — k ^  — q
while
hfii —* kki and  ^kh2 -
Thus
K l — tgi 4-^4- khi
= K l 4-g 
Kg =  fcg2 — g 4- kh2 
=  K z - g  
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and
k j  =  VOrh {k e l  + q )  -  TUrekhi 
=  kl +  m^hÇ
kz =  mrh (ATc2 -  g) -  ‘rrirekh2 
=  kz -  nirhq.
The term then becomes
^kl+m,./vg,Ki+g-®k2-in,.hq,K2-q-®k2^ki -
The same process allows us t a  find the other terms
Bkh.\+q,keiBkh2-q,kc‘2-Bkh2,keîBkhl,kel = 5kj-T7Veg,Ki+g^k2+mreg,K2-?-®k2-®kj
and
Bkhl,kel+qBkh2—q,ke2Bkh2,ke^Bkh\,kei ^ki+nVhg,Ki+g"^k2+TiVegiK2—î ‘^ k2-®ki • 6)
The Exchange Terms.
The exchange terms can be rewritten using the relationships
kei =  TTireKi +  ki and khi =  "VhKi -  ki (D.6)
which are derived using the additional relationship
rrie rrih M  , n v .+ m . .  =  — + — = -  =  1.
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The derivation of D.6 goes as follows. From equation D.3 we get
hoi =  ICj kfii
— TTl^ pIC^  TTtp^ hfii
—  TTZ^ glCi “h kj 
^et "f" “f" k%
Are» =  TTlreKi+ki
and similarly for fch*.
The exchange term Blhi^ ,^^2-q B lh 2,kei+qBkh2,ke2Bkhi,kei is converted by speci­
fying
K l  —>■ ke2 ~  ? +  khi 
equations D.6 are then used to substitute for tgz and khi gives
Kl —4 TJVgKz 4- kz — g +  ttvaKi — k%
remembering that nirh =  1 — rrVg gives
K l —* TTirc (K z — K l)  -f- kz — kl -I- K l — g.
We define
kzi =  TTirc (Kz — K l) 4- kz — kl
and
K g i =  kzi 4- Kl 
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therefore
Kl = Kgi — g.
Using a similar method we see that
kl —* TTlrh {kc2 — g) —
 ^ "R^hke2 nr,-efc/(i TTlyhÇ
the substitution of equations D.6 gives
k l TTlrh (kz +  TUreKz) ~  TTlre (m rkK i — k i)  -  TTlrhq
We define
Tnrhjrirc (Kz — Kl) 4- TUreki +  mrftkz — TTlrhq 
kl 4- TTlrh {rrire (Kz — K l) 4- kz — kij — TTlrhq
k l 4- kzi — TTlrhq-
k g i =  k l 4- k;21
therefore
Similarly we find
where
kl —* kgi — TTlrhq-
K z — K gz 4- g
Kgz — Kz — kzi and kgz =  kz — nv^kzi
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This give
B k h l , k e 2 —q B k h 2 , k e l + q B k h 2 , k e 2 B k h l , k e l  —T n r h ? ,K E i  —g ^ k E Z + T n r k g . K g z + g ^ k z ^ k %  •
Through a similar procedure we find that
Bkh2—q,kc\Bkhl+q,ke2Bkh2,ke2Bkh,\Jtcl ^kgg+TTtrrgXEg—g^kgi —Tnreg.Kgi Bk,
B k h l , k e 2 + q B k h 2 —q , k e l B k h 2 , k e 2 B k h l , k c l  ^ k g i  4 - m r h g ,K E i  + g ^ k E 2 + m r e g , K g 2  -  g ^ k z  ^ k %
and finally
Bkh2-q,kel+qBlhl,ke2Bkh2,ke2Bkhl,kel =  ^kgz+g.Kgz ^ kgi .Kgi ^ k% ^ k; -
E . A p p en d ix  E.
T ransform ation o f th e  H am ilton ian  to  E x cito n  B asis.
Transformations to the exciton basis use the Fourier transform relation
^k,K =  E  ^ n,k^nJK- (E-7)n
The first term
Bo — Y  { ^kl,Kl-®n,Kl ~  E  ^^U + q ,K l I ^kX,Kl
kl.Xl \  q /
is the trickiest to transform. Substituting equation E.7 we get
Bo — Y  f^tt.Kl'® 'nl,kl^Il,Kl “ E ^ '® 'n l,k l+ q-^Il.K ll ^n2,kl5„2,Kl 
fcl.in \  q /
nl,n2
— E  f^^ ,K l^ n l,k l ~  E ^ ^ n l ,k l+ q )  ’^ Ti2,kX^Il,Kl^n2,Kl (E.8)
fci.ifi \  q /
nl,n2
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We know that includes the energy of the gap term Eg. So we define
^ki,Ki =  ^ki +  E ^  4- Eg ; the energy connected with the relative motion, cen­
ter of mass energy (Ecom) and energy of the gap respectively. Dealing with the 
relative motion term first aind remembering that
=  E^'^fn (E.9)
we get
E  ^kl,k2^n.k2 — E  f^kl^kl.k2 ~  E  ^ ^kl+q.ks) ^Ù,k2 
k2 k2 \  q /
=  ^ k i^ ; x d - E ^ < i^ ; .k i+ q  
q
then by equation E.9
E  ■^kl,k2^n,k2 == ^n^kl,k2^n,k2
k2
Thus equation E.8 can be written as
Bo — E  (^ni*^ki.k2^Ûi,k2) ^n2,k i^ li,K i^n24a. 4" {Ecom 4" Eg) terms
kl,Kl.k2
n l , n 2
~  E  4" (Ecom + Eg) terms (E.IO)
K l . n l
smce
E  * ^ l , k 3 ^ n l , k 2 ^ n 2 , k l  — 4 i l , n 2 -  (E .ll)
kl,k2
The center of mass and energy gap terms will give
E  (^K l +  Eg) '^nl,kl'®'Ti2,kl5^i^ifin2.Kl
A1.K1
n l , n 2
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— E  ( ^ K l  +  Eg)  E '^ n l,k l'^ n 2 ,k lB ,^ i k i B „ 2,KX
K l  *1
n l,n 2
— 53 (^Kl 4" *^ nl,n2B,^ j KlBn2,Kl
K l
n l,n 2
=  E  (^Ki 4- Eg) B^i kiB„i,ki-
K l.n l
Thus
Bo — Y  {^U4Cl^ia,Kl E ^ -^ k l+ q ,K l J ^kl,Kl E ^ v l^ u l^ u l
k lJC l \  q /  ul
where
2M
Bvi =  E °i  4- Bki +  Eg — E °i  4- . .  4- Eg.
The other terms are all straight forward conversions, a sample direct term is
3^ ^ ^ k j - m r e g . K i + g ^ k 2 + m r e g , K i - g - ® k 2 B f c i
kikz
53 ^ ^ n .k i—Tnreg^n.Ki+g^n2,k2+nireg^n2,Ki—g^n3,k2^n3.K2^n4,kl^n4,Kl
kikz n,n2 
n3,n4
5Z 52 ^  (^n,ki-mreg^n2,k2+mr«g'^»*3,k2^n4,kl) ^n.Ki +g^n2,Ki- g^nS,K2^n4,Kl 
kikz n,n2 
n3,n4
— E  ^^M-6l4Ci+g-®l2,Ki-g-6ti2-5„i-
vl,v2
The other direct and exchange terms are found in a similar manner as is the field 
term.
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